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Status:
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Due date:

Assignee:
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% Done:

0%

Category:

Feature requests

Estimated time:

0.00 hour

Target version:

Ready

Difficulty:
Description

User story
Create one test suite with 'HDD_1_URL=xxx' and add it to a job group, when doing 'isos post' to trigger the job group's jobs, all jobs
are blocked by this download gru task.
https://progress.opensuse.org/issues/62159#note-29

Acceptance criteria
AC: The download gru task only blocks its related job.
Related issues:
Related to openQA Project - action #62159: Asset GRU download not done by web...

Resolved

2020-01-15

Related to openQA Project - action #72142: Avoid problematic symlinking in do...

New

2020-09-30

History
#1 - 2020-08-31 03:38 - Xiaojing_liu
- Related to action #62159: Asset GRU download not done by web UI host if job scheduled by `isos post`, fails to download and then cloned (was: …
using the Web UI) added
#2 - 2020-08-31 12:37 - mkittler
Seems like we need to track the list of relevant job IDs individually for each download. Sorry that I've overlooked that "detail" when suggesting the
approach - but I guess it shouldn't be too hard to extend it as we already track multiple destinations per download.
#3 - 2020-09-01 12:53 - okurz
- Target version set to Ready
#4 - 2020-09-04 06:46 - Xiaojing_liu
- Status changed from New to In Progress
- Assignee set to Xiaojing_liu
#5 - 2020-09-10 09:51 - Xiaojing_liu
PR: https://github.com/os-autoinst/openQA/pull/3377
#6 - 2020-09-16 08:51 - Xiaojing_liu
- Status changed from In Progress to Feedback
#7 - 2020-09-25 02:14 - Xiaojing_liu
- Status changed from Feedback to Resolved
The PR has been deployed on OSD and o3 for a few days. No regression issue is reported, so I prefer to set this ticket to Resolved. If there is
anything problem, we could reopen it.
#8 - 2020-10-02 09:24 - okurz
- Related to action #72142: Avoid problematic symlinking in download assets tasks of the web UI added
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